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2ABSTRACT
This investigation has studied the structure of the interplanetary
sector boundaries observed by Helios 1 within sector transition regions
during the time interval from December 1974 to April 1975. A sector,
transition region is the region of variable magnetic field magnitude and
directio6 observed in or near the ecliptic plane between magnetic sectors
in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Such regions are found
generally to be complex in character, consisting of intermediate
(non—spiral) average field orientations in some cases, as well as a number
of large—angle (1200 < w < 1800 ) directional discontinuities (DD's) on the
fine scale (time scales < 1 hour). Such DD's are found to be more similar
to tangential than rotational discontinuities, to be oriented on average
more nearly perpendicular than parallel to the ecliptic -plane (the mean
tilt is s 58 0), to be accompanied usually by a large dip Q 80%) in B (a
and. with a most probable thickness of 3 x 10 4 km, significantly
thicker structures on average (by a factor of 10 or more) than ordinary
DD 1 3 previously studied in the I14F. It is hypothesized that the observed
structures represent multiple traversals of the global heliospheric current
sheet due to local fluctuations in the position of the sheet. There is
evidence that such fluctuations are sometimes produced by wave—like motions
or surface corrugations of scale length 0.05 01 AU superimposed on the
large—scale structure. The observed steep inclinations could be produced
by a combination of current sheet warping at the sun, a global wave
structure, and the observed small scale fluctuations. No radial distance
dependence is found for the current sheet properties studied.
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FINE-SCALE CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERPLANETARY
SECTOR BOUNDARIES
1. INTRODUCTION
Measurements of the interpla.,etary magnetic field (IMF) by the IMP-1
spacecraft demonstrated that in the plane of the earth's orbit about the
sun the IMF was structur:d into magnetic sectors corotating with the sun
(Ness and Wilcox 1964, 1967; Wilcox and Ness, 1965)• This sector
structure was found to be, on average, a quasi-stationary pattern of
alienating regions of field directed either toward (negative polarity) or
away from (positive polarity) the sun roughly along the Archimedean spiral
direction defined by the zero-order model of Parker (1(,:58, 1963)
	
These
approximately oppositely directed sector fields were found to be eparated,
on the gross scale, by relatively sharp boundaries at which the field
direction usually reversed in time periods ranging from a few minutes to a
few hours. These "boundaries" are now commonly thought to be the ecliptic
plane intersection s,af' a warped, global current ' sheet surrounding the sutz
near its equatorial plane. In this paper we shall continue to use the
sector boundary terminology to emphasize the local and
ecliptic-plane-restricted (within ±7.20 ) nature of the observations. Also
we wish to approach the question of boundary structure uncommitted, at
least initially, to any specific large-scale model, although later we shall
attempt to draw inferences rbout the large-scale structure from the
fine-scale, local observations.
In spite of a great deal of work on the macroscopic aspects of sector
rstructure, very little has been done to date on the fine structure of
sector boundaries. In a survey of a small number of cases, Smith (1972)
found sector boundaries to be characterized generally by a depression in
field magnitude, not always coincident in time with the direction change
and sometimes occurring on a different time scale. These characteristics
were illustrated with three examples. Bavassano et al. (1976) presented
results from an analysis of Pioneer 8 data, also involving a small number
Of cases (four). These were all relatively sharp transitions (e.g. of = 19
sec., thickness t = 3.8 x 103
 km o 48 RL , where RL
 =proton gyroradius)
These transitions were proposed as examples of magnetic merging, consistent
with reconnection occurring as a consequence of the resistive-tearing mode
48
instability. The limited number of samples used in this study, however,
leaves open to question the applicability of its results to sector
boundaries in general.
The previous studies of sector boundaries have not been in complete
agreement on the question of sector boundary orientation. Solar
observations have suggested that sector boundaries could have a north-south
orientation, at least near the sun (Wilcox and Svalgaard, 1974; Svalgaard
et al., .1975) . These boundaries were shown to be extensions of the mean
source surface field in the corona (Schatten et al. , 1969) . Svalgaard et
al. (1974) have shown how intermediate inclinations might result from a
superposition of polar and low-latitude fields. Burlaga et al. (197$x)
have concluded that the inclination and shape of sector boundaries in the
photosphere depend strongly on the number, polarities and relative
Positions of coronal holes and open field line regions. Theoretical
considerations have suggested that in the solar wind the boundary is a
near-egvAorial_, warped current sheet (Schatten, 1972; Schulz, 1973; and
Alfv*n, 1977), with the fields in the positive and negative sectors
originating in opposite solar hemispheres (Rosenberg, 1970, 1975). Smith
et al. (1978) interpreted Pioneer 11 observations of sector structure as a
function of solar latitude up to 16°N and in the heliocentric distance
range 1 AU < r < 4.3 AU as being consistent with this latter picture ( see
also review by Smith, 1979). Results of an earlier study of the latitude
dependence of magnetic sectors (Rosenberg and Coleman, 1969) had suggested
that sector boundaries at 1 AU are usually inclined 10 0
 to 20° from the
solar equatorial plane. Suess and Feynman (1,077) tried to reconcile }sigh
inclination photosphere sector boundary models and low inclination solar
wind boundary 'models by arguing that the boundaries can be rotated through
angles up to 15° by a solar wind meridional velocity gradient between 1.5
solar radii and 1 AU.
Neubauer (1978) used observations between about 0.4 and 0.6 AU by
Helios 1 of a single sector boundary at both positive and negative
latitudes to infer the boundary tilt by triangulation. The spread in time
of observations yielded a spread of possible tilt angles between 290 and
65 0 , with an angle of 43 0 corresponding to a midpoint orientation.
Inference of a boundary orientation from such observations requires the
assumption of negligible evolution cf the boundary orientation during a
5a
solar rotation. Using simultaneous observations by Helios 1 and Helios 2
over four solar rotations, Villante et al. (1979) concluded that the
longitudinal and latitudinal positions of the boundary crossings were
consistent with a warped sector boundary inclined $ 10 0 with respect to the	 j
heliographic equator.	 j
A recent interpretation (Thomas and Smith, 1980) of the Pioneer 10 and
11 observations between 1 and 8 AU, in comparison with near-earth
measurements, has concluded that these data are consistent with a
continuous current sheet atorotinding the sun which (1) had a global tilt of
s 15 0 near sunspot minimum (1976) but which was possibly as large as 25 0 to
30 0 in 1972-73; (2) can start out approximately flat near the sun but
farther out develops a large-scale wavy structure due to solar rotation;
and (3) can be modified in structure and position by corotating interaction
regions (CIR 0 s) .
An attempt to use individual sector boundary observations to deduce a
boundary plane orientation by minimum variance analysis (Sonnerup and
Cahill, 1 967) of the associated directional discontinuity (DD) is
complicated by the usually complex structure of these transitions on a
fine-scale. Observations by early IMP and Pioneer spacecraft showed that
sector transitions consisted not uncommonly of a number of field polarity
reversals over a period of hours, with the individual changes within that
period usually being relatively narrow ( Wilcox, 1970). During the primary
mission of Mariner 10, two well-ordered magnetic sectors were observed on
four successive solar rotations (CR 1610-1613) during January to April,
1574. The sector boundary transitions were observed to be either very
broad and unstea iy ( but continuous) evolutions from one sector state to the
other (covering up to 2 days and s 30 ° of solar rotation) or to consist of
a series of up to 15 sharp ( ^ 10 minutes) reversals in which the field
switched back and forth between the two polarity states over periods of up
to 3 days ( Behannon_, 1577), Such observations are consistent with the
observations of a boundary surface that remains near the spacecraft
trajectory for an extendr„ period of time and is at times subject to
fluctuations about its mean position.
Seemingly contradictory results on the orientation of the boundary were
obtained by minimum variance analysis of each of the individual transition
__._
6discontinuities, however. An analysis of the 12 moat distinct cases
suggested that during such a change the field typically rotates
approximately in a plarie which is within ±20° of being perpendicular to the
solar equatorial plane. This would indicate a north-south boundary
orientation on average. The question thus arises as to the applicability
of the minimum variance analysis in this case. Are the results leading to
the correct interpretation of the geometry of the transition? Of major
importance in the application of the minimum variance analysis is the
question of the correct definition of a sector boundary. Is it appropriate
to consider each large-angle directional discontinuity that occurs within a
sector transition region as an individual full or partial crossing of the
current sheet. or should the boundary be defined as the total region of
transition from one polarity state to the other? This latter approach has
been taken by Klein and Burlaga (1580) , who have defined a sector boundary
as the transition zone separating regions in which uniform but opposite
sector polarity persists for at least two days. Thus, of 18 cases studied,
8 were thick structures of 10 to 16 hours duration. These "thick"
boundaries were characterized in general by an overall rotation of the
field through s 180 0 , but they also contained fine structure, including
directional discontinuities interpreted to be similar in general to DD's
observed outside sector transitions. The normals to these boundaries were
estimated by minimum variance analysis to lie close to (< 45") the ecliptic
plane. These results will be discussed further in Section 4b.
To approach the problem with as few preconceptions as possible, as well
as to seek answers to the questions still outstanding on the definition and
characterization of sector boundaries, we have chosen to concentrate
primarily on an examination of the fine-structure of sector transition
regions. This approach makes use of both individual case studies and a
statistical survey over many cases. This investigation was performed on
the transitions observed by the Technical University of Braunschweig
(T.U.BS) fluxgate magnetometer on the Helios 1 spacecraft during the
primary mission period, December 10, 1574 to April 1975, over the
heliocentric distance range 1.0 < r t 0.31 AU. This three-orthogonal-axis
instrument, developed
 by the Institute for Geophysics and Meteorology of
the T.U.BS, has automatically switchable measurement ranges of i'100Y and
±400y, a resolution of ±0.2Y in the most sensitive range, and a maximum
sampling rate of 8 vectors/s. A detailed description of the fluxgate
fl
iinstrumentation has been given by Muntnann At al. (1975)• The data usad in
this study were mostly 8 sec averages, although to a limited extent
detailed (4 vectors/sea) data and 40 sec averages were also used.
In Section 2 we describe the IMF sector structure during the period of
observation and discuss briefly the observed large-scale sector boundary
characteristics. The various analyses performed on the fine-scale data are
described in Section 3. This includes an introduction to the different
Possible minimum variance analysis interpretations. Section 4 presents the
results from studies of the fine-scale features of sector transitions in
terms of both statistical distributions and individual examples. A
discussion and interpretation of the results in terms of possible
structural and dynamical models follows in Section 5, which also summarizes
the results and conclusions. A preliminary discussion of these results has
been presented by 8ehsnnon and Neubauer 0978).
2. OBSERVED LARGE-SCALE FEATURES
Figure 1 shows the Helios 1 primary mission trajectory projected into
the ecliptic plane in a coordinate system corotating with the sun, with
observed magnetic sector polarity superimposed. Also shown are the sector
transitions, denoted by black triangles, that were identified by Neubauer
(1978) as polarity changes leading to at least three hours of the new
polarity. As can be seen, the IMF was divided into three regions of
approximately equal extent in heliographic longitude. Two of thera.e regions
(denoted A and 8) were large, long-lived magnetic sectors of opposite
polarity, while the third region (Region C) was of mixed polarity. Within
this latter region, an alternation between polarity states on a time scale
of hours was observed over a period of six days during both the December
and the January passes through the region. This mixed polarity region
corresponds to the "slow flown and "evolving flow n regions identified and
discussed in terms of solar wind stream characteristics by Hurlaga et al.
(1978b).
In Figure 2 are given the locations of the observed sector transition
regions relative to the solar wind stream structure during the "Helios
primary mission (Rosenbauer et al. 1977) . These transition regions are
represented by the vertical shaded areas in each of the solar rotation
i.
8panels. The major high speed stream systems which were contained within
the two large magnetic sectors have also been given the A and B designation
of those sectors. Magnetic polarity is indicated as well in the figure,
with negative polarity fields generally directed toward the sun and
Positive away from the sun. It can be seen that the stream structure
evolved during the period of study, particularly during Carrington
rotations (CR) 1625 and 1626. Previous studies have related the observed
stream structure to the solar coronal hole pattern during that period
(Schwenn et al. 1978; Burlage et al. 1978b). The compound stream A caas
asxciated with a group of coronal holes lying mainly north of the solar
equator within a large unipolar magnetic region of positive polarity.
Stream B originated in an extenoion of the southern polar hole within a
region of predominantly negative magnetic polarity.
The observed changes in the form of stream B have been attributed to
the variation in spacecraft latitude (Schwenn et al. , 1978) , which is 8130
give in Figure 2. The virtual disappearance of the stream by CR 1626 led
to the conclusion that Helios 1 had moved above the northern boundary of
that stream. Part of the changes seen in the location and character of the
sector transitions from one solar rotation to the next may also have been
related to the latitude variation. The lack of polarity changes during the
early part of CR 1626 may also signify that the northernmost excursion of
the spacecraft at that time carried it beyond contact with the current
sheet which comprises the sector boundary, similar to the experience of
Pioneer 11 (Smith et al., 1978) .
On the macroscale, the +, - boundary separating the two broad,
Long-lived regions A and B indicated by the dashed curved in Figure 1
appeared to be relatively simple in structure. In fact, this transition,
as reflected in the magnetic fields observed during the traversals of it,
was found to have been complex in structure during the first and third
times that it was observed and relatively simple on the second and fourth
recurrences. The complexity observed on passes one and three consisted not
only of larger numbers of full or partial polarity changes, but also of
periods of intermediate (non-spiral) field orientation. (A similar pattern
with intermediate azimuthal orientation was also seen during the +, -
sector transition on days 363-364). In addition to variations in azimuth,
the field was found also to alternate in orientation above and below the
9ecliptic plane throughout a complex transition. Such transitions will be
illustrated and discussed in more detail in Section 4.
Klein and Burlaga ( 1 980) noted that seotor bo%,rdari,es at 1 AU tend to
be located near or within stream interfaces ( gurlago, 1 ,074) . Of the*.
transition regions studied here, the majority (marked by asterisks in
Figure 2) followed that tendency. In some cases, as can be seen, the
stream amplitudes were quite amall but the interface signatures can be
clearly seen. In two of the exceptions (i.t., sector boundary cases not
near or in interface regions) , which occurred near the end of day 27 and
the beginning of day 67, respectively, the transitions were accompanied by
enhanced proton number density, np , and decreased proton temperature, Tp.
In the second case there was also a small solar wind speed enhancement (AV
s 70 km,/sec) during the transition. Some of these cases not occurring in
Close association with stream interfaces occur in regions with the
characteristics of noncompressive density enhancement (NODE ' s) which may be
discrete volumes of ^f4 , embedded in the solar wind flow (Gosling at al.
1977) .
3. DATA SELECTION AND ANALYSIS
Figure 1 shows all sector polarity changes leading to at least three
hours of the new polarity during the Helios primary mission in late 10,74
and early 1 975 (Neubauer, 1 978). There were 28 such changes altogether, but
the three cases on January 8 occurred in connection with a shock-associated
disturbance and therefore have been excluded from further consideration.
Plots of 40-sec averages of data taken during he remaining 25 transitions
were visually inspected, and prospective "boundaries" were tentWvely
selected which occurred near or within a sector transition region or
themselves individually constituted such a transition. Out of more than
200 initial candidate discontinuities of generally large apparent angular
change and occurring within 12 hours of another candidate for that
transition, 142 were found to satisfy 71 2/13 )2, where 12 and a3 are the
intermediate and minimum eigenvalues, respectively, determined in the
minimum variance analysis (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967). The fulfillment of
this requirement insured that the variance ellipsoids were acceptably
well-resolved (Lepping and Behannon , 1 c80a) .
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The standard data used for the minimum variance analysis was the 8 a
average data. In a limited number of cases, particularly those in which at
was iy Actively short (less than one minute) , the analysis was also
performed on th ,* high resolution fluxgate data (4 vectors/a) to check the
consistency of the solution. In general, good agreement was found between
the results from thQ 8 s and 0.25 s data. The only cases in which serious
disagreement was found involved the use of a significantly shorter at for
the 0.25 s data analysis than for the 8 s data, and only a portion of theF
total structure was therefore included in the anwlysis. This implies that-
in these cases, the plane of rotation of the magnetic field vector did not
remain constant during the direction change. In a limited number of cases,
the analysis was also carried out using 40 s average data. This was done
for comparative purposes where unusually large etas were found (up to 40 m)
and for studying the nature of the field fluctuations for extended
inter ,als of up to 3 114 hours around and within sector transitions. The
latter results showed general consistency with the related fine-scale
results.
'!'he distribution of discontinuity angles w for the 142 cases selected
is shown in Figure 3. w is the angle in the discontinuity plane (the plane
normal to the minimum variance direction) between the projections of the
undisturbed vector fields bounding the DD on each side. Such cases
selected strictly on the basis of apparent association with sector
transitions have a much different w distribution than do an equal number of
randomly-selected interplanetary DD I s (Burlaga et al. 1977; Neubauer and
Barn atorf , 1978; Barn storf , 1980; Lepping and Behannon , 1 Q80b) . It is
typically found that 4 10 of DD 1 3 with w > 30 0 in the IMF have w > 1200.
In this data set 74% (105 cases) had w > 120 0 . Also note that the number
Of cases in each of the four w-bins between 120 0 and 180 0 was roughly
constant. For these reasons, 120 0 was chosen as a lower bound criterion
for inclusion in the data set used for statistical study of sector boundary
fine-structure. This enhanced the probability that the chosen cases were
truly fine-scale sector boundary traversals rather than ordinary DD's
incidentally located in or near a sector transition region, while keeping
the number of cases as high as possible for good statistics.
It can still be claimed that these 105 cases merely represent the 5-105
of all DD's which have w > 120 0 , especially since -Aey do not constitute
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all of the DD ' s occurring during the periods of observation, (Moir of tae
obviously snail w 08303 were ignored during the selection p.*oeess.) If
that is true, then it argues that such large w DD's are -systematically
clustered around sector transitions and therefore at least some of such
cases included in past statistics may have been sector boundary ero3iing3,
We feel that in this sense of clustering around sector boundaries the
selected discontinuities are part of the sxtor boundary structure. We
shall present statistical results supporting this argument. In particular,
consideration of the thickness will further strengthen this point.
One might question why there woul , , be a broad distribution of w values
ranging from < 120 d to - 180° associated with sector transitions rather
than a very narrow distribution peaked at or near 180 0 , which might be
expected for ideal sector polarity reversals. The observed broadening of
the distribution could be produced by one or more of several phenomena or
processes:
1. Spatial and temporal variations of the IMF superimposed on an
ideal sector boundary would lead to a broadening of the
w-distribution, although such broadening would not likely
extend down to 120°. Some fraction of cases, however, may
represent only partial traversals of the boundary and thus only
a portion of the total field direction change would be
observed.
2. The MHD-boundary layer between closed and open field lines in
the solar corona may be more complicated than the usual picture
tit sector boundary formation as, for example, proposed by
Wilcox (1568). We may therefore see the image of this more
complicated boundary layer at some distance froth the sun.
3. Because of the r-1 decrease of magnetic fields transverse to
the radian direction and r-2 radial component decrease, the
angle w will increase as w a r for small values of w.
Therefore, wall initial deviaticns from w = 180 0
 will be
amplified.
4. A fourth possibility was suggested by Smith (1572), who
proposed solar wand shear as a mechanism for generating w ^ 180°.
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In a study of long-term magnetic field averages, Svalgaard and Wilcox
(1974) and King (1976) found that on average the angle between fields in
opposing sectors was different from 1800 , being as small as 1680 ill 1c,68
(at :,r,,;jpot maximum). Their results suggested a solar cycle variation in
this angle. These considerations will be discussed further in later
sections.
Statistical distributions were computed for the various discontinuity
properties determined in the minimum variance analysis of the 105 cases
with w > 120 0 , and the results are given and discussed in Section 4. The
statistics of a smaller, "high-confidence" set of 38 transitions which were
exceptionally clean in structure ( essentially fluctuation free) and for
which the criterion % 2/13 > 10 was fulfilled were also determined and were
found not to differ 31g'1ificantly from those of the full data set. The
bpatial distribution of the traversals in this restricted set is given by
the series of dots adjacent to the trajectory curve in Figure 1. A
boundary thickness t was estimated for each case in the full data set using
the observed length of the field variation in time, at, the orientation of
the normal n to the discontinuity surface determined by minimum variance
analysis, and the hourly average solar wind velocity Y, according to
et(Y 
-YSC) • n
(1)
Yet cos a - At (YSC • n)
where YSC is the velocity of Helios and a is the angle between Y and n, 00
< a < $0°. The restriction on a is due to the ambiguity of the Sign of n,
which is physically irrelevant for non-propagating discontinuities. The
correction term involving YSC is negligible except near perihelion, where
J xSC ( may amount to as much as 60 km/ s. The thicknesses of the
discontinuities on March 8, 1474, as well as March 25-26, would be
overestimated in this way, particularly for strongly non-radial normals.
The results of the thickness study will be discussed in Section 4.
13
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Questions were raised in the introductory section concerning the
applicability and interpretation of the minimum variance ;'.MAi1^313 results
for sector boundaries. This analysis wa.s chosen for the fine-structure
study because it has always been a very powerful technique for studying
discontinuities in the solar wind, and the features studied here were
similar in many ways to such DD 1 3. The interpretation of the results
presented in Section 4 rests, however, on the assumption of a
one-dimensional geometry for sector boundaries. This type of structure is
illustrated in Figure 4a It cannot be uniquely established from the
measurements by one spacecraft alone, however, whether an observed
structural variation is one, two or three dimensional. A two-dimensional
Gase in which B varies in the plane of the page is shown in Figure 4b. If
there is in reality a two-dimensional variation of the field through a
sector boundary, then through misinterpretation there is an error of O0° in
the direction of the estimated normal, n. Thus, the assumed orientation of
the boundary is incorrect, and from Equation 1 the thickness estimate is in
error. All other derived properties that depend on the direction of n
would be effected in a similar way. This problem will be further
considered and discussed in Section 5.
4. FINE-SCALE SECTOR BOUNDARY PROPERTIES
The discussion of the observed fine-scale boundary characteristics will
be concerned primarily with the nature, orientation, and thickness of tho
boundaries studied. The description of the results is divided into four
parts: hie.rachy of scales in a sector boundary transition region,
statistical properties of boundary discontinuities, consideration of
selected individual cases, and additional information obtained from
analysis of detailed plasma data across the boundaries.
a. Herachy of Sc2les
Figure 5 shows 15 m averages of magnetic field data taken during the
first transition, when Helios 1 was at a heliocentric distance of 0. 98 AU.
It can be seen from the ^ data that the main change from "away" (+) to
"toward" (-) polarity occurred between 1800 'UT on December 16 and 0000 UT
on December 17. During the two days prior to the major transition, the
data show that the field tended to alternate between the "away" spiral
i__ -
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direction and a direction intermediate in azimuth between the "away" and
"toward" directions, The tendency for alternation between positive and
negative 9 angles can also be seen. The general appearance of these data
su6g43t3 that a series of possibly filamentary structures was observed in
the vicinity of the sector transition, as indicated on the figure. An
alternative interpretation in terms of multiple observations of a single
boundary surface approximately parallel on the large scale to the ecliptic
plaiie will be discussed in a later section. In that case the current sheet
could be observed repeatedly for an extended time period becauae . of its
continued near-proximity to the spacecraft trajectory if it had a
corrugated or irregular rather than a smooth surface structure. It is 8130
possible, of course, that there is in general a mixture of both discrete
filaments and a rippled boundary surface.
Another characteristic of sector translitions notable on both the large
and the small scale is the variation of magnetic field magnitude. This is
primarily seen as a decrease in magnitude to relatively low, often
near-zero values within the current sheet, but at times also as a change in
average magnitude from one side of the sheet or the transition region to
the other. The latter is seen in particular when the transition occurs in
close proximity to or within a stream interface. Figure 6 shows 40 s
average magnetic field data through a broad region of field magnitude
depression on March 8, 1975, at a heliocentric distance of 0.35 AU (this is
the day 67 0a3e mentioned above) 	 Here the field magnitude remained
depressed for more than 6 hours, spanning the entire sector boundary
transition. Within that period there were three fine-sole current sheet
crossings which qualified for our rata set, with w = 161 0 , 174 0 and 1450,
respectively. Figure 7 illustrates a more extensive series of fine-scale
sheet crossings on December 26, 1974 (day 360) at 0.96 AU. During this
24-hour period there were 10 crossings that gave acceptable minimum
variance analysis solutions, with w ranging from 120 0
 to 180 0 . Note the
qua31periodic (g( depressions associated with the individual crossings or
pairs of crossings in this case.
Continuing this illustration of the hierarchy of scales on which one
can view the boundary structure, Figure 8a shows one-half hour of 8 s
average data that include a t ypical fine-scale boundary crossing on
December 17 1974. In this case the crossing illustrated is the final
15
positive-t0-negative
 polarity reversal of the series comprising the
transition region displayed in Figure 5. The field magnitude is seen to be
reduced significantly during the relatively sharp direction change of 1570.
In Figure 8b we show a portion of a transition in which there is,
complexity even on the fire scale. Again 8 s average data are shoim, in
this case for February 22, 1975 (day 53). During the 30 m period displayed
there were two acceptable crossings ;!ith w a 135 0 and 141°, respectively.
Considerable variability in Ig ► is ;a„:►n.
Figure 9 shows 15 s of the most detailed data during the boundary
crossing illustrated in Figure 6a. The data have been transformed to a
coordinate system in which B  is the field component in the direction of
minimum variance of the field (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967); B  is in the
maximum variance direction. The hodogram shows the smoothed 0 s averages)
variation in the XY-plane. As can be seen, the dip in field magnitude
combines with the direction change to produce an almost linear hodogram
trace. This will be discussed further below. That the B  component was
nonzero during the crossing suggests that there was a wall but persistent
component (<Bz> 0 1.4 nT) normal to the plane of the polarity change in
this case.
b. Statistical Properties
To begin this statistical description of the structures included in the
investigation, we present in Figure 10 distributions of the ratios of the
eigenvalues associated with the minimum variance analysis (MVA) of our data
set. Here i1 represents the variance of the field along the direction of
maximum variance, a3 represents the variance along the direction of minimum
variance, and a2 represents the variance along the intermediate variance
direction defined by the eigenvector which completes the right-handed,
orthogonal set. In the interpretation of the MVA results, the directions
along which i 1 and a2 are computed are assumed to define the plane of the
"boundary", with the direction of minimum variance ( a3 ) defining the normal
to that plane or surface.
For each case, the ratios x2 /X 3 and x 1 /X2 have been calculated, and
their percent distributions are those shown in Figure 10. The ratioa2/A3
rlq
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is a measure of how well-resolved the variance ellipsoid is in a given case
(Lopping and Behannon, 1580a). As indicated in the preceding section,
X 12A3 2 2 is an acceptable lower bound, although higher values inspire
correspondingly greater confidence in the results. As can be seen in the
lower panel of Figure 10, 53 :`1303, or o 50% of the data set, had X2/X3 >
10 and thus were exceedingly well resolved solutions. Of the cases with
12/13 < 10, s 60% (30 cases) had 1 2/13 > 4.
r=
	
	 The upper panel gives the percent distribution of 1 1 /12 9 which
characterizes the shape of the variance ellipse in the plane perpendicular
to the minimum variance direction, i.e., it is the ratio of the semimajor
to the semiminor axis of the ellipse in each case. High values of X1/X2
indicate a strongly linear variation. Such a magnetic field variation in
the case of a direction change with w > 120° is onl y possible if the total i
'
	
	 field magnitude decreases to a low (nea,* zero) minimum value and then
increases again during the course of the direction change. A perfectly
`	 linear hodogram corresponds to a degenerate minimum variance solution, and
near linearity can signal a poorly determined surface normal direction R,f	 ,
as defined by the minimum variance direction. For large w -angle
discontinuities, a proportionately larger field magnitude decrease is	 j
9
required to produce degeneracy (down to the limit of Bmin 0 for w =
1800 ). Also it is possible to approach closer to the degenerate condition
and still have a sufficiently well-resolved variance ellipsoid than is
possible for smaller w cases (Lepping and Behannon, 1 0,80a). The "nearly
linear" case illustrated in Figure ? had 1 2/x3 0 2,7, for example. The
distribution shown in the upper panel of Figure 10 suggests that while
there were relatively few cases of extreme linearization of the variance
ellipsoid (73% of the cases had 1 1 /12 < 30 and 60% had X 1 /12 < 20), in the
majority of cases there was a sufficiently large decrease of the field
magnitude within the boundary to influence the 1 1 /X 2 results.r
In Figure 11 is shown the percent distribution of relative normal
component magnitudes. In each case the magnitude of , the normal to the
boundary surface, determined by minimum variance analysis, has been
normalized by the average total field magnitude across the region of
analysis. The interesting aspect of this result is that, as shown, 82% of
the cases studied had BN/< Jal > < 0.3. This is a significantly larger
fraction than the 40-50% that is found in general for ordinary DD's in the
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solar wind (see, for example, Lopping and Bohannon, 1980b; and review by
Neubauer and Barnstorf, 1978), but is comparable to the 81% found in a
study of 52 crossings of the Jovion magnetotail current sheet (Bohannon et
al., 1981) . In particular, no cases were found here which were consistent
with rotational d «scontinuities (RD ' s) which have large relative ►normal s
(BN/ < Igi > > 0.7. Such RD's are not uncommon in the solar wind in
general, constituting 20-40% of the total, number of DD 1 3
 studied on Mariner
10 and Helios (Lopping and Bohannon, 1980b; Neubauer and Barnstorf, 1578;
Barnstorf, 1580). Thus the sector boundary structures in the present study
are found to be more TD-like than RD-like with respect to the magnitudes of
the normal field components. However, in at least 18% of the cases there
is evidence of some continuity of field lines across the boundary.
The distribution of normal vector orientations for the structures
studied here was found to be similar to that found for ordinary TD13.
Statistically, the normal_s to TD 1 3
 observed in the solar wind tend to be
oriented perpendicular to the average spiral magnetic field direction and
close to the ecliptic plane (Burlage et al., 1977). As will be seen, the
orientations of the boundary structures were generally consistent with
this. We determined for each of our sector boundary MVA normals the angle
a between that normal and the solar wind bulk velocity vector at that time,
as well as the usual orientation ang.'ses relative to the solar ecliptic
coordinate frame, using hourly averageV, SW data. Figure 12 shows the
percent distribution of a for the 105 cases, where the a intervals used
correspond to equal solid angle regions, giving an unbiased distribution.
It can he seen that the distribution is essentially flat to near a - 60°.
In the range 60 < a < 900 , the probability of a falling within any solid
angle region is roughly about one-half that for solid angle regions in the
range 0 < a < 600.
Taking always the outward direction for the normal to an Archimedian
spiral boundary orientation, a range c-f a of 45 0 to ?3° between
heliocentric distances of 1.0 and 0.3 AU under average solar wind
conditions is predicted. Assuming an average wind speed of 430 km/sec and
using the weighted average distance of Helios 1 from the sun of 0, '65 AU
during the 105 boundary crossings gives an average spiral angle of 143 0 and
thus an average_ a of 53 0 for A perpendicular to the spiral and SSW radially
outward. This is very close to the average of 51.4 0 obtained from the
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observations, although there is a broad spread in the data. The a values
were further used in the calculation of the thickness t of the boundary
structures, as well as to delimit the t distribution.
'In Figure 13 is shown the percent distribution of the azimuthal angle
ON of the normal vectors in the ecliptic plane. The distribution is given
only between 500 and 270° since, as indicated earlier, the normals were all
forced to have an "outward" (away from the sun) orientation. The portions
of the distribution corresponding ' to a < 75° and a > 75 0 are displayed
separately to show that In general values of a near 90° correspond to cases
Of ON near c,00 or 2700 , i.e., they tend to correspond to extreme ON 
Values
rather than high inclination angle (O N) values. It was found that 75% of
the ON values were in the range 180° < ON < 2400 . Thus in the ecliptic
plane the azimuthal angles are generally distributed in a range lying
between the radial direction (ON s 1800 ) and the mean perpendicular to the
spiral in that plane, suggesting a tendency for rotation of the normal
toward the radial direction in that plane.
The latitude angles, 0 N,1 of the normal vectors were found to be nearly
equally distribul!,ed between positive and negative values, so that an
average of o 00 resulted. We have therefore chosen to ignore the sign and
display in Figure 14 the percent distribution of ( e N I. As indicated, 75%
of the individual values of leN1 were < 45 0 , with < JeNj > = 32.2 0 and the
most probable value o 25°. Thus, the estimated normals tended to lie
nearer the ecliptic plane than perpendicular to it. This implies that the
boundary surfaces analyzed had a tendency to be oriented more nearly
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane than parallel to it. This statistical
result from the fine—scale crossings is in agreement with the results of
Klein and Burlaga (1 c,80) in their study of broad transitions. This
indicates that the 0  distribution obtained in the present study was not
just a peculiarity of the Fine-scale structures studied, but rather is
characteristic of sector boundary surfaces in the solar wind in general at
r < 1 All, at least during the time period of these investigations (Klein
ind Buriaga, 1980). Because this result tends to run counter to
!xpectat ons for a generally equatorial current sheet, we shall pursue this
tur-stion of orientation further later in discussing individual cases and
sub sets of such cases for various transitions.
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For each of the cases studied, a thickness T was estimated using the
standard technique described briefly in Section 3. Because the possible
error in the estimation of T is expected to increase rapidly near a a C0°',
i.e., where the direction along which T is being calculated is nearly at
right angles to the solar wind flow direction so that the trajectory;
through the layer is nearly parallel to it, we have used a to delimit the
data set in the distribution. This also takes care of the problem of
spacecraft motion near the sun. In Figure 15 we have given the
disbribution of thickness results only for cases with a < 75 0 , and for
interest have also included the distributions for even more restrictive
Subsets. These distributions show, however, that below a z 75 0 there is no
significant change in the distribution with increasing restriction on a.
We also looked at the effect on the T distribution of restricting the data
on the basis of w, i.e., considering only cases with w > 135° and w > 1500
as well as w > 1200 , but no significant change 'in the character of the
distribution was found.
The mean thickness ranged between s 4 x 104km and o 1 x 105km,
depending on which subset was used. For the distribution with w > 1200 and
a < 75 0 , the mean was 6.74 x 10 4km, and, as can be seen, the most probable
value was o 3 x 10 4km. For the 20 cases with a > 75 0 , 17 of them had T <
104km; the mean value was < T > ; 1.43 x 10 4km. 'Thus, these "least
reliable" cases provided in general relatively "thin" boundary estimates.
For comparison, Smith et al. (1978) have estimated from the Pioneer 11
boundary crossing times that beyond 1 AU boundary thicknesses range from
10 4 to 106 km; Klein and Burlaga (1,080) found that the thicknesses of the
boundaries they studied fell into two distinctly separate groups, with T
10 4km and T ,r 10 6km. Among the cases in our stud y . onl y one had T > 106km.
there were 3 cases with T > 5 x 105km, and 14 eases with T > 105km. Thus
there was no evidence from the Helios observations of a separation of
sector boundary thicknesses into groups.
As suggested in Section 3, these thickness results lead to the
conclusion that the sector boundary structures are a distinctly separate
Class of structures from ordinary DD 1 3. The striking difference in
thickness can be seen in comparison with DD thickneu results. From the
Explorer 43 analysis of Burlaga et al. (19
 77) , a meat!: thickness for TD ' s of
1300 km was found, with T for all but two out of 41 cases < 3000 km. The
I
R
r
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RD results were similar. For Mariner 10 0 where there was a variation in T
with heliocentric distance (Lopping and Bohannon, 1980b), the distribution
means ranged from 1170 km at 0.46 AU to 2670 km at 1 AU, and the total
distributions were contained within a thickness of 10 4km. The only sector
boundary cases with T < 10 4km were those for which a > 750.
The possibility that sector boundary structures are merely the large
thickness component of a continuous spectrum of DD thicknesses, where T
increases smoothli as a function of w, has been ruled out by examining the
variation of T with w in the Mariner 10 DD data set (Lopping and Bohannon,,
1980b). Mariner 10 data were used because the Helios DD analysis was still
in progress at the time of this study. Those results admit at most only a
very weak relationship of the order of ^r 10 km /degree. This is far too
weak a dependence to account for the 'large T's associated with the sector
boundaries studied.
c. Consideration of Individual Transitions
The statistical results on the sector boundary properties as observed
by Helios 1 give a general impression of current sheet characteristics for
the entire primary mission of the spacecraft, but do not tell us anything
about the similarities and differences between individual boundary
transitions. To investigate the degree of variability among the various
transitions in a given solar rotation and in a given transition from
rotation to rotation, we have calculated and tabulated in Table 1
individual transition averages of relative normal magnitude and normal
vector direction angles.
The data in Table 1 are averages over repeated crossings of the
boundaries included in each of the transitions studied. The first four
sets of data represent the four successive transitions from sector A to
sector B. The remaining three sets represent the extended - to +, + to
and to + transitions in the complex region designated C in Figure 1. The
number of crossings, N, included in the average in each case is given. In
order to maximize the accuracy of the direction angle estimates, cases for
which a > 75° were not included. Also, a transition on day 51 was omitted
because of large fluctuations in direction angles among only 5 crossings.
One notes immediately that even when the data are grouped and averaged by
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transitions, only one out of the 13 transitions has <IeN I> > 45• . In that
case <ON> x <J ON p, since all four O N values are of the same sign. It can
be seen that, in general, the overall statistical result on the elevation
angle 
a
  applies to each boundary separately: the normal tended in general
to lie more nearly in the ecliptic plane than perpendicular to it.
In the right-hand half of Table 1 are given averages over all
transitions of a given boundary, weighted by the number of crossings in the
transitions in each case. These illustrate the general uniformity of the
normal direction and magnitude on average from boundary Lo boundary. In
particular, note that the average relative magnitude of the normal
component for individual transitions was generally not very different from
the overall average of 0.17 ( see Figure 11). The average azimuthal
directions, <¢N>, are seen to have been quite similar from boundary to
boundary, all lying near the most probable value of o 200° for the combined
distribution shown in Figure 14. It is to be noted that on average the
normal vector azimuth angle is less than 90° from the predicted average
spiral angle of w, 143*. In fact, an azimuth of 2000 is approximately half
way between the radial direction (180 0 ) and 90* + 143° x 233 0 • As shown in
Figure 13, however, the mean and most probable of solid angle-adjusted
distribution of a, which has cylindrical symmetry about VSw (with direction
s 180 0 ), is near that expected for n perpendicular to an average
Archimedian spiral intersection of the boundary and the ecliptic plane but
not necessarily restricted to lie only in the ecliptic plane.
The standard deviations (a) included in Table 1 indicate that, for most
of the transitions, there was a significant degree of variability in the
normal direction relative to the averages given. At least part of this
variability could be produced by local variations in the orientation of the
current sheet. As suggested earlier, such shifting and tilting of the
sheet could account for multiple crossings of the boundary during a given
transition. Although the normal orientations generally appear to be
randomly distributed about the mean directions, for a few transitions some
degree of coherence is found between the successive normal orientations in
the given transition. This is illustrated in Figure 16a and b, where the
individual (O N , $N) data have been plotted for all the crossings included
in the study in the transitions on days 349 - 351 (December 15-17) and 418
(February 22), respectively. For each example, arrows mark the azimuthal
,t
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angle values of the directions perpendicular to the average observed field
azimuth angle, #B , and to the spiral direction, o p , calculated from the
mean solar wind speed. The points plotted have been coded according to the
value of the eigenvalue ratio, X 2/131
 as indicated, and the points have
been connected with arrows showing the direction of change between
successive crossings.
For the positive-to-negative transition in Figure 16s, the set of
normal directions are spread over ranges of 110 0 in A and 990 in 4, lying
roughly along a diagonal from (e, #) a (61 0 , 1340 ) to (- 1490 , 233')•
Although the average O N was 1$6°, more than half the points lie between the
radial direction and the direction perpendicular to the average spiral,
field direction. It is seen that in this case the normal direction
oscillated in both a and # coordinates roughly along the diagonal described
above. In only three cases were negative values of thie g angle seen.
Figure 16b, which illustrate& a negative-to-positive transition on the
macro3cm1e, shows that the normal Orientations for that transition were
scattered about an azimuthal direction roughly perpendicular to the average
spiral direction. There was also an oscillatory deflection of the normals
often to large elevation angles, both positive r„ad negative.
Such data suggest a sector boundary in which the surface is rippled or
corrugated, or has waves traveling on it. A segment of such a varface is
shown schematically in Figure 17a. For a simple model with the boundary
nearly parallel to the ecliptic plane and with corrugations oriented at an
arbitrary angle to the radial direction, a spacecraft moving through the
boundary obliquely would observe a collection of JONI values distributed
over a range of e, as shown it Figure 17b, that would depend on the
specific shape of the corrugations. Sinusoidal ripples would have the
general form
y= A sin L,	 (2)
where the amplitude of the sinusoid can be scaled by varying A and the
wavelength by varying L. This yields a distribution with
Tan-1 A < ON^ < 90°.
	 (3)
Obviouay, for A/L a 1 the lower bound would be eL 45°. L/A < 1 gives eL
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< 45•
 and L/A > 1 gives oL > 450 . It is seen that this simple model allows
no I s N J values below eL O whereas the observed distributions contain a
significant number of cases with IeN I near zero. This requires very small
values of L/A in the model, i.e., requires large amplitude oscillations of
relatively short wavelength. The specification of an upper bound of :90 • on
the I GNI distribution presupposes uniform sampling of all portions of the
sinusoid. If, however, the traversal trajectory samples only a restricted
`	
region of the rippled structure, then a truncated distribution results.
r	 Also, for corrugations with shapes other than strictly sinusoidal,
different upper and lower bounds would be expected.
For a boundary extending from the sun along an Archimedian spiral but
with the large-scale surface perpendicular to the ecliptic. plane rather
than parallel to it, the normal vectors observed during an oblique
traversal of the rippled boundary would be distributed over a range of +N
rather than eN. It can thus be concluded that a surface which is tilted
relative to the ecliptic plane gather than strictly parallel or
perpendicular to it would result sn a mort, complex sequence of oscillations
in both 6  and 4N , as is observed. This is consistent with a global
current sheet which is not flat, but has a large-scale wavy structure so
that it can be relatively steeply inclined at each intersection with the
ecliptic plane, as inferred from Pioneer and near-earth observations by
Thomas and Smith (1980). The multiple sheet crossings and sheet normal
oscillations observed by Helios 1 within individual transitions represent
traveling ripples or a rippled structure on a much smaller scale in
addition to the large-scale deformations of the current sheet surface.
d. Plasma Velocity Changes Across Sector Boundaries
In addition to the hourly average solar wind data that were used in
this study, we 0130 used higher resolution data to compute 10.8 m velocity
averages on each side of 101 of the 105 current sheet crossings analyzed.
One of the motivations was to collect further evidence for a
one-dimensional interpretation of the minimum variance results. For that
case we would expect a larger range of shear velocities to develop for a
900 than for
	
00 , where a is defined, as before, as the angle between
the current, sheet normal and the average bulk velocity. In Figure 18a we
shov iShe distributions of the 10.8 m averages separately for the "low" and
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"high" speed aides of the sheet. One value which exceeds the speed scale
(< V2 > : 721 km/s) is not shown. It is seen that the two distributions
are not very differe st, suggesting that the changes were not large on
average. The distributions were also relatively typical for the solar wind
in general, although with fewer values on the high speed end from hiih
speed streams.
The differences, both in speed and the magnitude of the vector
difference, are shown in Figure 18b. Again one value that exceeds the
abscissa scale (J AY1 a 129 km/s) has been omitted. In about 30g of the
cases no change in speed could be soon in plots of the data, either at the
boundary or across it. Of the cases where a altar change could be visually
identified, approximately two-thirds represented a step up (or down) in
speed across the sheet, generally with continuous monotonic change from one
level to the other within the sheet. For the balance (approximately
one-third), a temporary increase (or decrease) was observed within the
sheet relative to the speed outside but with no net chan ge across the sheet
apparent.
Both alyl and JaVI were tested against a dependence on a. In both
cases a relatively wide range of difference values were scattered across
all, values of a, although in the Ajyj distribution there is the suggestion
r
	
	 of a dependence on a of the maximum value of sjyj that can occur, i.e.,
that when the boundary is approximately parallel to the direction of < Y >
f a	 go * ), any size change in jyj is possible across the sheet, whereas
when the boundary is approximately transofirse to < y > ( a f '0 0 ) , little or
no change in jyj is possible. Larger values of both ejVy ) and J AYJ were
found for a large than for a near zero.
For twelve of the sheet traver3813 where a clear and relatively steady
change in velocity wGIO found, the velocity vectors across the sheet were
transformed to the minimum variance coordinate system of the magnetic
field. A hodogram which is typical of the results is shown in Figure 1 a.
In each case most of the change occurred in the Vx - V  plane which was
also the Bx - By plant (at top of figure) , with little change in s in the
direution taken as the sheet normal. If the change in velocity is
con 1dered to be a shearing of the solar wind, then, at least in the cases
analyzed, the shear plane coincided with the minimum variance plane of the
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magnetic field. This behavior is consistent with the TD interpretation of
one-dimensional variations (see Figure 4a).
The fine-scale sector boundary is different in several respects from
the large velocity discontinuities identified in Explorer 34 solar wind and
magnetic field observations (Burlago, 1969). Those particular features,
called uD's, were defined on the basis of solar wind speed changes > 60
km/3 and occurrence in less than 3 minutes. T!te size of the accompanying
DD in the IMF tended to be near 90°. For the current sheet crossings
studied here, there were only two cases out of 101 in which the speed
change either approximately equaled or exceeded 60 km/s, and it was
generally much less (mean s 13 km/s). In addition, the thickness of these
structures in time was greater than 3 minutes in many cases, and, as we
have shown, they were chosen such that 120° t w < 180°.
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
As described in the preceding sections, the numerous traversals by
Helios 1 during a period of f 4 1/2 months of the boundary separating
interplanetary magnetic sectors in or near the ecliptic plane yielded 105
well-defined curre:It sheet crossings for which w > 120 °. It is plausible
to assume that most if not all of these traversals with durations of V' 1 to
4.0 minutes represent repeated individual crossings of the current sheet
comprising the fine-scale sector boundary. Although the observations were
performed over the heliocentric distance range 0.31 < r < 1 AU, no obvious
dependence on r was found for ar y of the sector boundary properties
studied.
The multiplicity of crossings within each sector transition region
suggests fluctuations in the position of the boundary surface on the fine
scale. In the ma,lority of cases there is little or no apparent correlation
between successive normals within a transition, but in some cases, the
oscillatory nature of the normal directions within the series of crossings
in a given transition suggests either wavelike motions of the sheet or a
rippled or corrugated surface .structure. In the latter case, where the
structure is simply convected past the spacecraft by the solar wind,
typical "wavelengths" for the corrugations would be on the order of 0.05
^F
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0.1 AU. Therefore these fluctuations are very small-scale phenomena
w
compared ,with the dominant structural features of the interplanetary
current sheet seeen over scale lengths of one or more AU.
The statistical distribution of normal magnetic field component
magnitudes observed at the various sheet crossings does; not separate into
distinct TD and large normal component RD distributions as is found for
ordinary DD's in the IMF. Lopping and Bohannon (1980a) found that
discontinu" ,y structures with BNl< IB) > > 0.3 can with 95% confidence be
assumed to be structures resembling RD's or contact surfaces. In this
present analysis the value of 0.3 was exceeded for only 18% of the cases,
and for only 6 out of 105.0a3e3 ( 5.7x) was 0.4 exceeded; there were no
cases of BN B/< ^I > >0.7. For the Helios DD observations in general
( Barnstorf, 1 0,80), 32% of the cases corresponded to RD ' s with BN/< IBS >
>0.7,. Based on the conservative crl terion cited, the results are
consistent with there being a relatively small number of cases (< 20%) with
a non-zero normal component at the sheet. The field magnitude is found to
be reduced on average in the sheet to a minimum which is 
s 
20% of the
undisturbed field outside the sheet. The observation of 'near-linear
hodograms in 9 in many cases, as well as maxima (or minima) in s at the
sheet in some cases, suggests the possible occurrence of field line
reconnection, an interesting subject in itself but outside the scope of
this work.
The heliospheric current sheet is estimated from the results of this
investigation to be significantly thicker (most probable thickness 0 3 x
104km) than current sheets previously studied in the solar wind, suggesting
that the ordinary TD's frequently observed belong to a uniquely different
C1333 of phenomena.
Of particular interest are the results of the orientation of the
current sheet normal, since this indicates local sheet "tilt". The
orientation of the normal has been estimated by minimum variance analysis
and is given in terms of the azimuthal and elevation angles @N and eN. The
azimuth angles were not consistent with strict perpendicularity to the mean
spiral in the , ecliptic plane as expected, but rather tended to lie between
the radial direction (Q N = 180 0 ) and the azimuth of the perpendicular to
the spiral. The normals were found to be approximately equally distributed
IF
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among positive and negative latitude angles, with a r-jan absolute value of
1
IeN I	 32°. The equal-solid angle distribution was relatively flat, i.e.,
the leN I distribution was broad, indicating significant variability. The
"t	 average normal latitude angle of 32° gives an average sheet inclination or
tilt relative to the ecliptic plane of 58`x . As indicated earlier, this
E
result is based on the assumption of a one- dimensional magnetic field.
variation within the current sheet. If the assumption is invalid, however,
then the true sheet normal direction could be as much as 90 0 from the
directions obtained under the assumption.
Previous results from riirectional discontinuities in the IMF plus
recent results at the current sheet in the Jovian magnetosphere (Behannon
et al., 1981) give us confidence in the one-dimensional interpretation.
This confidence is increased by additional supporting considerations, such
as having the eigenvalue ratio a 1A2 large, which indicates that most of
the variation occurs in only one component. This condition was discussed
in Section 4b, where it was shown that A I A 2 was moderately large on
average (a mean of 24.2. was obtained, with a = 32.3)4 Also, in Section 4d
we presented the results on changes in solar wind velocity at and across
the current sheet. For cases examined in detail, the changes observed
suggest shearing of the plasma velocity in the plane of the sheet as it. is
defined by the minimum variance results, lending additional support to the
plausibility of the interpretation.
If we then accept as valid the current sheet normal vector orientation
results, there are several possible contributors to the orientation of such
a highly inclined sheet. It has been suggested that if the current sheet
is frozen into the outflowing solar wind, the effect of the sun's rotation
Will be to deform the sheet into a wavelike structure ( e.g. , Svalgaard and
r
	
	
Wilcox, 1976,  Thomas and Smith, 1980). The simplest pattern would result
from a sheet that is essentially flat at the sun but tilted relative to the
solar equatorial plane. The rotation of the sun would thus produce a
wobbling of the near sheet and a spiral wave pattern as the sheet
oscillations are carried away from the sun. The fundamental period of the
wave would be the solar equatorial rotation period of 25 days, although to
be strictly correct, this may vary dependent upon the latitude of the
source region. For the average solar wind speed at 1 AU during solar
rotations 1933-1938 of 523 km/s (J. H. King, private communication), the
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"wavelength" would be 7.7 AU. This is more than double the wavelength that
can be inferred from the spiral sectors pattern built up between 1972 and
1 0,75 by Pioneer 10 observations (Figure 3 of Thomas and Smith, 1980).
Together with the wave amplitudes suggested by the Pioneer 11 observation
of the disappearance of the two sector pattern above a heliographic
latitude of 160 , the pattern reported by Thomas and Smith implies
inclinations of the current sheet at the equatorial plane crossings which
can be greater than 45 0 and steepen with increasing radial distance. For a
wavelength of v, 8 AU, the inclinations would be less than half as large.
A modification of the effective wavelength could come about through an
initial warping of the sheet near the sun. Schulz (1973) suggested, for
example, a deformation of the current sheet near the svw; (at 
-P 2 Ro ) by the
residual quadrupole component such as to produce four sectors per rotation,
giving agreement with the IMP 1 observations of 4 sectors near the minimum
of solar activity in 1964-65 (Wilcox and Ness, 1965). Such a warping would
produce two "peaks" and two "valleys" in the sheet in the radial distance
corresponding to one solar rotation. Further distortion can be provided by
whatever might remain of higher order multiples at the inner edge of the
sheet. Wilccx et al. (1980) argue that the large-scale structure of the
warped current sheet is determined primarily by the structure of the
photospheric magnetic field. In any event, if the warped current sheet is
indeed the extension into interplanetary space of the neutral line at a
.source surface near the sun (Svalgaard and Wilcox, 1978),  and this line in
general follows the observed meanderings of the neutral line in the
photosphere (Burlaga et al., 1978a) , then a flat sheet is not to be
expected in general near the sun, and hence some higher order of structure
should be present at the source surface and should be reflected in the wave
or "ballerina-skirt" pattern in interplanetary space. An alternative view
of the development of more than two sectors attributes the additional
warping of the current sheet primarily to inhomogeneities in solar wind
speed ( see Saito et al., 1978 and references therein; also Kaburaki and
Yo shii , 1979).
As shown in Figure 1, Helios 1 observed not only two large sectors but
also a third region of equal size with mixed polarity that might have been
related to evolving solar conditions. In fact, a survey of interplanetary
conditions throughout the 1 0,73-75 period, as evidenced by IMF polarity and
i
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the geomagnetic disturbance index, C9, shows that there was considerable
temporal variation and evolution superimposed on the basic two-sector
structure during the entire period (Sheeley at 1., 1977). In addition,t	 —
Sheeley and Harvey (1978) have pointed out the existence at times of
"reversed polarity" coronal holes in which tho magnetic polarity of the
hole is opposite to the polarity at the nearby pole of the sun. Hurlaga et
al., (1 0,78a)) showed an example (their Figure 4) of a similar complex
geometry of open field line regions during CR 1609 (December-January,
1973-4). Korzhov (1978) argues on the basis of his association of the
magnetic "polarity interface" of the IMF with observed coronal ribbon
structures, seen on the solar limb as coronal streamers, that the sector
I
boundary can be multiply connected, dividing interplanetary space into
several regions. Thus the further possibility is suggested that at times
i
the concept of a single global current sheet, however convoluted, is not
valid, and that additional, separate sheets bounding individual plasma
streams and/or magnetic flux tubes similar to the sort suggested by
Ahluwalia and Dessler (1962) may exist. Hence it is somewhat difficult to
interpret the average structure over the years 1973-75 as depicted by
Thomas and Smith, particularly with regard to estimating the wavelength of
the large-scale wave. A possible solar cycle variation in the amplitude of
the waves (Svalgaard and Wilcox, 1976) further complicates attempts to
estimate the tilt of the sheet at equatorial plane crossings.
It is reasonable to conclude that the observed local tilt at any given
time includes contributions from the warping of the sheet at the
photosphere and source surface, modifications in the IMF through
development of the large-scale wave structure plus possible dynamical
effects due to stream interaction regions (Thomas and Smith, 1980),  and,
finally, the small scale fluctuations discussed in this present work. It
remains for future research to establish conclusively the relative
importance of the various contributing phenomena. The small-scale ripples
or, in most cases, incoherent fluctuations of the boundary are probably the
major contributors to the broadness of the distribution of current sheet
slopes observed.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
FIGURE 1	 Helios 1 primary mission ecliptic orbit in a coordinate
system rotating with the sun. A synodic rotation period of
27 days for an earth-based observer has been chosen. -Long
tick-marks separate individual days. IMF sector polarity
based on hourly vector averages are indicated for eagh
12-hour interval (24 hours near the, sun) by (-) for
sunward-directed radial component of the IMF and (+) for
radial component directed away from the sun. Two major
magnetic sectors are visible in this representation. Sees
text for definitions of other symbols used.
FIGURE 2	 Solar wind stream structure as observed by Helios 1 during
solar rotations CR 1622-1626. Data shown are solar wind
proton speed, Vp , proton number density, n p , and proton
temperature, Tp (Rosenbsuer et al., 1077)
	
The high speed
streams associated with the two major sectors are designed A
and 0 as in Figure 1. Sector transition regions (see text)
are indicated by vertical shaded bars. Sector polarity is
given above the data, and below are given heliocentric
spacecraft distance and heliographic spacecraft latitude and
longitude, respectively. Note the apparent changes in
stream structure during the *-7.2 0 latitude excursions in
CR's 1625 and 1626 (panels at right).
FIGURE 3 Percent distribution of angular change in direction of the
magnetic field component in the discontinuity plane across
142 directional discontinuities observed within sector
transition regions and satisfying the requirement a2/a3 > 2,
w-
where at and 13 are the intermediate and smallest
eigenvalues respectively, obtained in minimum variance
analysis of the vector magnetic field variation through the
discontinuity traversals.
FIGURE 4
	
Possible one (a) and two (b) dimensional field variation
geometries across boundary structures. The associated
minimum variance plane hodograms are shown at the right. In
37
(a) the minimum varisoce direction Z is the direction of the
normal n to the boundary. In= M Z is directed 90' from n.
Magnetic field measurements by a single spacecraft cannot
uniquely distinguish between the two geometries shown.
FIGURE 5	 Helios 1 15-minute average magnetic field measurements of a
complex sector transition near 1 AUK. Data shown are field
magnitude B in nanotesla (1 , nT a 10
-5
 gauss), azimuth angle
f	 i in the ecliptic plane (0 0 toward the sun and increasing
counterclockwise when vie-wed from north of the plane), and
elevation or latitude angle e, positive above (north of) the
i	 ecliptic plane and negative below. A series of
discontinuous changes in the field, primarily in direction,
i	 are indicated (see text).
FIGURE 6
	
	
Example of a sector transition with a broad region of
generally depressed magnetic field magnitude and multiple
traversals of the fine-eeale current sheet in terms of the
field parameters defined for Figure 5. Also shown at the
bottom is the root•.mean-square deviation of the total field
over the 40s averaging period.
FIGURE 7
	
Example of a 24-hour segment of an extended sector
transition illustrating multiple, quasi-periodic contacts
with the fine-scale current sheet throughout the period
shown. As 1n Figure 6, data are 403 averages.
FIGURE 8	 High resolution (83 average data) display of fine-scale
current sheet traversals during two half hour intervals in
December 1974 and February 1975. In (a) a single traversal
is shown while in (b) there were two traversals for which w
> 120° was satisfied.
FIGURE 9	 Detailed (250ms) measurements of the current sheet traversal
shown in Figure 8a. BZ is the field component in the
minimum variance direction; BX and BY are in the maximum and
intermediate variance directions, respectively. Hodogram at
lower right shows smoothed (13 average) XY (minimum
38
a
variance) plane variation of field.
R>
FIGURE 10
	
	
Percent distributions of eigenvsluR ratios determined in the
minimum variance analysis of fin-..scale current sheet
crossings for which w > 120'. Upper panel shows largst to
intermediate ratio and lower panel the intermediate to
smallest ratio, where the eigenvolues are the variances of
the	
l
ft	 31021165teeicenvalueaisngivene 
orthogonal
b the
directions.
minimum variance in thisr	 g	 6	 y
field. Although not explicitly shown in the i2/13
d{stribution, a lower-bound cutoff 12/X3 > 2 was imposed.
FIGURE 11
	
	
Percent distribution of the relative magnitude of the
magnetic field component normal to the fine-scale boundary
for all traversals for which w > 120° and 1 2/13 y 2, where
relative magnitude is defined as the normal component
magnitude normalized %)y the average total field magnitude
across the current sheet. Note the absence of cases with
large relative magntude (B N/< B > > 0.7). Such values are
found in a large proportion of IMF discontinuities in
general and represent RD 1 s with cone angles < 450.
FIGURE 12
	
	
Percent distribution of the angle a between the hourly
average solar wind bulk velocity vector and the estimated
current sheet normal dl,rection. The distribution is given
for equal solid angle increments of a.
FIGURE 13
	
	 Percent distribution of solar ecliptic azimuthal angle of
current sheet normals for the angle a partitioned as
indicated. To eliminate arbitrariness, the "outward" sense
has been taken for all normal s, i.e., away from sun., with
900 < 0 < 2700 (set text) .
FIGURE_ 14
	
	 Percent distribution of absolute latitude angle of current
sheet normals„ The distribution is given for equal solid
angle increments of JeNl.
FIGURE 15
	
Percent distribution of estimated current sheet thickness in
4
39
kilometers for three subsets of data selected by limiting a
(see text). The most probable thickness in 3,5 x 104km :
5.5 earth radii.
FIGURE 16
	
Orientations in elevation and azimuth of the collectil*
current sheet normals during two sector transition periods
(a) near 1 AU and (b) at 0.52 AU. In each case, individual
values are connected to show oscillatory variation in normal
direction during successive fine-scale current sheet
crossings. See text for symbol definitions.
FIGURE 17	 Sketch illustrating small—scale ripples or corrugations
superimposed on large-scale warped current sheet. A tilted
spiral segment of the heliospheric sheet is shown in (a) for
the case of ideal sinusoidal ripples. For such a corrugated
surface, (b) illustrates the occurrence of both multiple
sheet traversals and oscillating normal orientation. This
simple model is only one of a family of possible fine-scale
sheet surface geometries.
FIGURE 18
	
Distributions of solar wind speeds at current sheet
crossings (above) and speed and velocity differences across
!,heet (below) as indicated. Mean values are also given
-W elfo :h di ribution.
FIGURE 19	 Hodogram showing typical variation of the tip of the solar
wind velocity vector relative to the mean velocity for the
Interval both in the minimum variance plane of the magnetic
field (above) and perpendicular to that plane (below) as the
current sheet is crossed. The direction of vector motion is
indicated on the curves.
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